
TCP-2: long duration partner to complete the 
clearance of the blood stage parasites 
The following is an excerpt from “Designing the next generation of 
medicines for malaria control and eradication”. For references, please refer 
to the full paper. 

A candidate in this category is a long-acting compound, capable of killing the residual 
parasites not eliminated by the rapid-clearance TCP-1 medicine (Table 2). Ideally, a 
compound fulfilling TCP-2 should be able to maintain its plasma concentration above the 
minimal parasiticidal concentration (MPC) for between two and four weeks (typically needed 
in high transmission areas with high reinfection rates), thus providing significant post-
treatment prophylaxis as measured by non-PCR corrected ACPR at day 28. The MPC is 
defined as the concentration above which the maximum rate of parasite killing is obtained. 
This can be measured in vitro in a time-dependent viability assay, or in vivo by examining the 
parasite-drug concentration response over time and at different doses. Given the complexities 
of the biological systems, it is believed that in vivo data is likely to be more predictive of the 
clinical value – which ultimately is measured in a Phase Ib Human Challenge or Phase IIa 
Clinical study. The total parasite reduction of the current gold standards (4-aminoquinolines 
and aminoalcohols) is impressive. Compounds such as mefloquine can maintain a blood 
concentration above the MPC for more than a month, which combined with a parasite 
reduction rate of 1.5 log units per day, gives an extremely impressive (although theoretical) 
maximum parasite reduction. The relationship between the duration that MPC is maintained 
and the post-treatment prophylaxis period is however not clear: mefloquine maintains these 
concentrations much longer than piperaquine, however piperaquine gives superior post-
treatment prophylaxis [36]. Identifying molecules with such a long half-life is a challenge. 
This is because such drugs normally have high metabolic stability and high affinity for tissue 
membranes (such as phospholipids); consequently most drugs with exceptional half-lives are 
lipophilic bases. Such drugs are, therefore, likely to be promiscuous for many human 
receptors and cause frequent adverse events. In addition they may partake in reversible 
metabolic clearance steps such as entero-hepatic recirculation, which will contribute to 
variability and the challenges of development. 

http://www.mmv.org/research-development/essential-information-scientists/target-product-profiles


Table 2 TCP-2 
TCP-2 criteria at phase IIa Minimum essential Ideal 
Dosing regimen; adult dose* Oral, one-three doses; < 1500 mg Oral, single dose; < 100 mg 
Rate of onset of action and 
Clinical Parasite Reduction 
Ratio (PRR) 

Dependent on TCP-1 partner. 
Together with TCP-1 must deliver 

>95% cure 

≥12 log unit reduction in 
asexual blood stage load. 

Monotherapy cure 
Susceptibility to loss of efficacy 
due to acquired resistance 

Low (better than atovaquone); no 
cross resistance with TCP-1 

Very low (similar to 
chloroquine); no cross 
resistance with TCP-1. 

Resistance markers identified 
Clinical efficacy from single 
dose (ACPR at day 28, per 
protocol) 

>80% PCR-corrected >95% non PCR-corrected 

Bioavailability / food effect - 
human 

> 30%/ < 3-fold food effect > 50%/ no food effect 

Drug-drug interactions No unmanageable risks No interactions with other 
anti-malarial, anti-retroviral 

or TB medicines 
Safety - Clinical Acceptable therapeutic ratio based 

on human volunteer studies between 
exposure at human effective dose 
and NOAEL, dependent on nature 

of toxicity) 

Therapeutic ratio >50 fold 
based on human volunteer 

studies between exposure at 
human effective dose and 

NOAEL; benign safety signal 
G6PD (Glucose-6-phosphate 
dehydrogenase) deficiency 
status 

Measured - No enhanced risk in 
preclinical data from relevant G6PD 

deficient animal models 

Measured - No enhanced risk 
in G6PD deficient subjects 

Formulation Acceptable clinical formulation 
identified 

 

Cost of single treatment Similar to current medication: < 
$0.50 for adults, $0.1 for infants 

under two years 

Similar to older medications: 
< $0.25 for adults, $0.05 for 

infants under two years 
Projected stability of final 
product under Zone IVb 
conditions (37°C 75% 
humidity) 

≥ 24 months ≥ 5 years 

*As discussed in the text, should frontline therapies be lost due to reduced efficacy or 
tolerability then a regimen over 3 days of dosing of novel well tolerated candidates that 
overcome any resistance will be acceptable. 



Most compounds used in screening come from diversity collections which have been 
specifically targeted against diseases in Western markets, for which the goal has often been 
once daily therapy. Furthermore, molecules with extremely long human half-lives (several 
weeks) pose additional challenges in development, in terms of the design of toxicological and 
early clinical studies. A further problem is that the data on fast-killing molecules such as 
artemisinin, suggest that the logarithmic parasite reduction rates are not additive: a 
combination of two medicines does not necessarily increase the parasite clearance rate over 
the fastest compound alone. A simple way of viewing this is that the parasites can only be 
killed once. The second compound is needed to kill remaining parasites, and during the time 
that it is present as monotherapy there is a risk of resistance generation whilst the ‘resistance 
window’ is open. That is when the compound is still above its MPC for wild-type parasite, 
and hence providing a selective pressure, yet the concentration is below the MPC for any 
resistant parasite [37]. 


